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SuaKIT
Deep Learning S/W Library
for Machine Vision
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Mobile device parts 
inspection solution

Electric/electronics parts 
inspection solution

Solar EL image 
inspection solution

Film 
inspection solution

Security scanning image 
inspection solution

SuaKIT Applicable Industries

SuaKIT has solid track records not only in the electric/electronics industries―such as solar, PCB 

and display―but also in various industries such as automotive, food&beverage, X-ray, steel, 

and pharmaceutical&medical.

Solar Cell /
Panel

PCB

Display

SteelSemiconductor /
IC Chip

Pharmaceutical&
Medical

Food&
Beverage

Film

Battery

X-ray

Automotive 
PartsCamera Module

Steel surface 
inspection solution

SUALAB, specialized in deep learning and image analysis technology, provides a fast, accurate 

and user-friendly deep learning machine vision S/W library for manufacturing industry.

Deep Learning Solution

SUALAB Solution

Awards
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Super
Computing

Machine
Vision

Deep
Learning

Optimized image 

pre-processing techniques 

for deep learning training.

SUALAB’s unique neural network 

and GPU super computing 

technology for real time analysis 

in manufacturing sites.

Inspection result report and 

confusion matrix for 

performance analysis.

Recipient of ‘2017 Innovators Awards’ PLATINUM

Recipient of ‘2018 Innovators Awards’ SILVER

<Selected by ‘Vision Systems Design’, the world’s largest professional media covering machine vision>

Recipient of ‘2017 KGCCI Innovation Awards’ in the Digitalization Innovation category

<Selected by the Korean-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry>

Selected as a 2016 Global Top 8 Start-up in the Machine Vision category

<The only Asian company to be recognized in the Top 8 by AIA, the world’s largest machine-vision association>



Complex images cannot be analyzed

If image is irregular or atypical, 

it is difficult to manually define defect features 

by conventional method.

Low Accuracy

With even a slight deviation from 

defined defect criteria, 

inspection accuracy decreases 

as it is impossible to detect the defect.

High Accuracy

Inspection accuracy has improved 

by utilizing customized deep learning 

neural networks for 

industrial image analysis.

High Entry Barrier to Inspection Automation 

If production environment

 changes, an engineer is required to 

manually define and optimize

new defect features everytime.

Low Entry Barrier to Inspection Automation

Non-engineers can also create 

optimized deep learning model 

through user-friendly SuaKIT GUI.

VSVS

What are the differences 
between SUALAB’s deep learning solution
and conventional machine vision technology?

SuaKIT SOLUTION
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Conventional machine vision method SuaKIT’s deep learning method

SuaKIT Deep Learning Architectures

A most fundamental approach to

train one image at a time

Single Image Analysis

Trains a normal and defective image as a set,

with a focus on the significant differences

between the two images

Image Comparison

Shortens the traning time by training the images 

acquired under various optical conditions as a set

Multi Image Analysis

Trains the deep learning model with

normal images alone without defective images

One Class Learning

OK NG

OK

SuaKIT Core Functions

Accurately detects 

position / area / shape of defects

in the unit of pixel

Segmentation

Classifies multiple images

in line with predetermined

classes

Classification

Detects / classifies various

types of objects in a single image

in a box form

Detection

Complex images can be analyzed

Regardless of the complexity of an image, 

deep learning technology enable automatic 

learning of defect features, making possible 

the analysis of irregular images.

Class3

Class1

Class2



* Supported only in Classification.

Visual Debugger

What is Visual Debugger?

This feature visualizes which areas 

deep learning algorithm has analyzed

and focused. It allows the user to 

check whether the training is 

conducted based on the user's 

intention.

In Classification projects, you can check whether the actual inspection 

has been carried out according to your intention.

Class : 12R0

Incorrect analysis Correct analysis

SuaKIT’s Unique Features

SuaKIT NEW FEATURES
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Pixel-wise Labeling (in Classification) 

It is possible to label defective areas on the images in Classification

projects to improve inspection accuracy. High inspection performance

is expected even with the insufficient amount of image data.

A New Network Option (Contextual Network)

You can optimize the result of defect inspection by choosing one of

the networks.

Underkill Rate

Overkill Rate

Sensitive

Contextual

OKOKOK NGNGNG OKOKOK NGNGNG

VS

* Contextual : To minimize ‘overkill rate’

   Sensitive : To minimize ‘underkill rate’

* Supported only in Segmentation.

What is Contextual Network?

It is a new type of Segmentation 

Network which minimizes overkill rate, 

compared to Sensitive Network which 

minimizes underkill rate.

* Supported only in Classification.

What is Pixel-wise Labeling?

It is a new deep learning architecture

in Classification, which labels defective

areas for high inspection performance

* Supported only in Single x Classification.

Continual Learning: Minimize training time and
number of training images

What is Continual Learning?

Continual Learning is a new way of 

training deep learning model by 

utilizing pre-trained deep learning 

model to minimize number of images 

and training time.

By utilizing pre-trained neural network, you can minimize training time and 

the number of training images for new product in the same industry.

Neural Network for Model A Neural network for Model B

Many images required

Conventional training method

Unable to utilize pre-trained deep learning model

Continual Learning

Neural Network for Model A Neural network for Model B

Few images
required

Able to utilize pre-trained deep learning model

New training method

Uncertainty Data Analysis: The easiest way to 
review training data

What is Uncertainty Data Analysis?

This function suggests users uncertainty 

score of data (OK/NG) to classify 

vague data that could negatively affect 

the performance of deep learning.

Normal Defective

It is possible to analyze and extract uncertainty data that is difficult to

classify into OK/NG. You can easily find falsely-classified images caused

by incorrect labeling.



Why
SuaKIT Solution?

Significant improvement in accuracy through acquisition of diverse 

industrial images and development of deep learning algorithms 

specialized in manufacturing industries.

Provides solutions to leading manufacturers such as Samsung, 

LG and SK, with greater inspection accuracy than competitors.

·

·

Special algorithms for manufacturing industry
ensure high inspection accuracy

Utilizing GPU-exclusive programming language, such as CUDA and cuDNN, 

SuaKIT implements unique deep learning algorithms to maximize

the image processing speed.

Utilizing multi-GPU and batch processing, it is possible to minimize

the image processing time in actual production environments. 

·

·

Minimize processing time
based on unique technology

Provides C++ and C# API, easy to interface with on-live 

inspection algorithms based on C++ and C#.

High compatibility 
with on-live inspection algorithms

Provides support to provide customized deep learning models for each 

customer by operating a Solution Development team, consisted of 

deep learning experts.

Provides know-hows for creating deep learning models for customers.

·

·

·

Provide customized deep learning model by 
operating Solution Development team, 
a team of deep learning experts

Load images

Load normal and defective images 

for training and evaluation.

Train Deep Learning Models

Train deep learning models 

by setting various hyperparameters.

Test

You can test the images and 

check the results.

Categorize the Images

Categorize the images into three groups: 

Train / Validation / Test.

Labeling

Using labeling tools, label the defects 

on the image or define the class of the image.

Export Models

You can export the deep learning models.

(Support C++/C#)

SuaKIT Process
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SuaKIT BENEFITS
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How to Use SuaKIT
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Japan   HQ

www.ads-tec.co.jp

Taiwan   HQ

www.g4.com.tw

India   HQ

www.onlsol.com

Israel   HQ

www.1vision.co.il

GLOBAL NETWORKS

Korea, Republic of   HQ

www.sualab.com

GLOBAL NETWORKS
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FAQ

How much time is required for training?Q

For 1,000 images (1024*1024), training time would take about 20 minutes.A

How many number of training images are required?Q

Highly depends on the complexity of the image. Basically, 100 images per each defect class

would be required.

A

How fast is the processing time?Q

For segmentation (1024*1024 image with GeForce GTX-1080Ti), the processing time

takes about 50 ms. 

A

Spain   HQ

Mexico

Brazil

Portugal

Argentina

Colombia

Peru

Morocco

Chile

www.infaimon.com

Switzerland   HQ Liechtenstein

www.fabrimex-systems.ch

Singapore   HQ

Thailand

Malaysia

Vietnam

Myanmar

www.jm-vistec.com

China   China Subsidiary

Distributor

Germany   HQ

www.i-mation.de

CSI (Certified SuaKIT Integrator)

USA   HQ in GA

www.physimetrics.com

USA   HQ in MA

www.axisne.com

Developer Kit : N/A
Runtime Kit : Ubuntu Only

CPU

O/S

Windows 7 64bit / Windows 10 64bit / Windows 2012 R2 / Windows Embedded 7

Intel® Core™ i3 or higher

Minimum requirement Recommended

Linux Support

SuaKIT Requirements Specification

Intel® Core™ i5 or higher

RAM 16GB (free memory of 8GB or higher) 32GB

Required Capacity 
for Installation

Free memory of 8GB or higher (SSD recommended)

Installation Method USB and Online Download

Security Available only when a dongle key is plugged in (only in local-based environment)

Development 
Environment

Visual studio 2010 Visual studio 2015

Resolution Full HD (1920*1080) or higher

GPU

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980

NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070

GTX

RTX

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti

NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti

※ Latest version of NVIDIA Driver is required to use RTX models (versions later than 416.94)

Recommended for Developer Kit


